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Abstract 
If vs2 /d2 is distributed as chi-square with v degrees of 
freedom and if the risk function of an estimator of d2 is 
taken to be either the mean absolute error or mean squared 
error of estimate then there exists an estimator of a2 which 
has uniformly smaller risk than f1. When risk is mean absolute 
error, a better estimator of d2 is vs2 /(median value of X~+2 ) 
and when risk is measured by mean squared error a better 
estimator is vf1/(v+2). These results are obtained very 
simply by minimizing the risk function of the estimator 
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Introduction and summary 
If vs2 /d2 is distributed as chi-s~uare with v degrees of freedom and if 
the risk function of an estimator of d2 is taken to be either the mean absolute 
error or mean s~uared error of estimate then there exists an estimator of a2 
which has uniformly smaller risk than ~. When risk is mean absolute error, 
a better estimator of a2 is vs2 /(median value of x~+2 ) and when risk is measured 
by mean s~uared error a better estimator is vs2 /(v+2). These results are ob-
tained very simply by minimizing the risk function of the estimator vs2 /k. 
Inadmissibility~ respect to~ absolute error 
For any k > 0 the risk function Ela2-vs2 /kl is zero at the point a2=0, 
and for d2 > 0 
inf Ela2-vs2 /kl = 
k 
when k is neither a function of s2 or a2. Letting F 2(y) denote the chi-square 
Xv 
distribution fUnction 
v-2 y 2 
Fx2(y) =J z -z/2 v e dz 
v 0 22 r ( ~) 
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and noting that 
(1) ydF 2(y) = VdF 2 (y) 
Xv Xv+2 
we get 
The derivative with respect to k is then 
According to (1), 
so the minimizing value of k satisfies the equation 
1 F 2 (k) = 2 . 
Xv+2 
Tables of the chi-square distribution show the median value of X~+2 falling 
between V+l and v+2; hence we infer that vs2 /v is inadmissible for all v. 
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Inadmissibility ~ respect to ~ squared error 
The mean squared error 
clearly attains its minimum value at k=V+2, and 
in contrast to the r~sk 2o4/v of the estimator s2 • 
In this case we may note more generally that if x1,···,Xn are independent 
and identically distributed then 
(x. -X)2 ~ _ a2]2 = 2a 4 + fn-1r x.4 
n+l n+l 2 n 
n+l 
which may exceed the risk 
n 
I: (x.-X)2 
2a4 X [ 1 
~ 
-a2r 4 E =- +-
n-1 n-1 n 
if the fourth cumulant is negative. 
